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Abstract: This paper applies event study analysis to explore the impact of change in leadership on the market return of
Fortune 500 firms. The study analyzes various market reaction following the announcement of CEO's departure along
with the circumstances leading to it. The results show that on the occurrence of the event, market reacts positively in
line with “ability hypothesis”. Especially inside succession comparatively found to provide better market reaction than
outside succession. However the type of departure showed no statistically significant abnormal returns Further
abnormal return prior to the event was witnessed suggesting information leak. Overall the study is consistent with
Efficient Market Hypothesis.
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1. Introduction
Chief Executive Officer's (CEO) role is considered as one of the most important and critical in the organisation

(Glick, 2011). CEO along with the board of directors determine the overall strategy and vector of development of the
company. Further, CEO’s also links the external world to the world inside the organization and represent the
organization in all formal matters (Mintzberg, 1973; Lafley, 2009). Senior media and financial analysts admit, that
reputation of the CEO has a significant impact on how the company is perceived by them, most notably it influences the
likelihood of buying and holding shares of the company (Wirthlin Worldwide, 2001). No matter what the reason may be
CEO turnover significantly increases the likelihood of strategic changes at the firm (Barron, Chulkov and Waddell,
2011). Especially if firm is poorly performing then CEO turnover can result in strong managerial discretion over
financial variables such as RandD, advertising, capital expenditure and accounting accruals(Murphy and Zimmerman,
1993). Several studies (Elliott and Shaw, 1988; Pourciau, 1993; Strong and Meyer, 1987; Weisbach, 1995) have
corroborated this thesis as appointment of new CEO is often accompanied by asset write-offs, accounting method
change that leads to income reduction and divestitures which leads to long term effect in firms performance. Actually
impact of CEO turnover can be based gauged through change in capital market than change in current accounting as
stock market value captures both current and future earning (Reinganum, 1985). Hence as CEO's departure leads to
performance uncertainty it is pertinent for firm to understand the mechanisms behind ensuing market behaviour to
weather changes without stock depreciation.

The extent of market reaction following departure of CEO like any other event can be analyzed using Efficient
Market Hypothesis (Fama, 1970). EMH in fact served as an underpinning to “random walk” hypothesis (Dupernex,
2007) – a financial theory, that claims, that prices always fully reflect the information available and no profit can be
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made from information-based trading (Lo and MacKinley, 2011). Hence according to EMH after the event, prices
should immediately incorporate all information in an unbiased fashion (Malkiel, 2003). But it is not always the case, as
the behaviour of market participants is not always completely rational and sometimes investors adjust their reaction,
proving market initial over or under-reaction, hence its partial inefficiency. Out of three different forms of Effficient
Market- viz weak, semi-strong and strong, event studies in general test the semi-strong efficiency of the market (Dua et
al., 2010; Boya and Monino, 2011; Ashraf and Rajaa, 2012), according to which all publicly available information is
already used in stock price formation and hence neither technical nor fundamental analysis could be used to gain
additional benefits from the stock trading. Therefore only holders of privileged, not publicly available information can
achieve excess returns, in comparison with the whole market.

Besides EMH, behavioural finance (Sewell, 2007) also provides insight upon market inefficiency following an
event as investors are exposed to multiple psychological and behavioural biases and thus don’t always act rationally
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1973, 1981, 1992; Gilovich et al., 2002; Le Bon, 2009 and others). Further despite
information coming from the respectful reliable sources, investors usually make their decisions based on their own
perception of the situation, which makes it particularly hard to predict the way financial market will react following an
event. According to DeBondt and Thaler (1985) market over-reacts or under-reacts to different events. People
systematically overreact to unexpected and dramatic news, which leads to substantial weak-form inefficiency. However,
sometimes individuals tend to be conservative and rely too much on their prior beliefs, and hence under-react to news. It
results in price adjustments after market’s strong initial reaction. This hypothesis was however empirically rejected
in by Fama (1998), who found, that under-reaction is as common as over-reaction, so its occurrence could be considered
random, and hence, the market is still considered efficient.

In this context departure of existing and appointment of new CEO is a significant event in the life of firm (Cheung
and Jackson, 2013) during which investors tend to reconsider how they view the company and how they expect her to
perform. If new CEO is a perfect substitute of the departing CEO, then theoretically, the company doesn’t lose any
managerial resources and doesn’t obtain any new ones; hence company’s value remains the same (Aivazan et al., 2009).
In reality, CEO’s usually differ in their approaches to company’s management in terms of methods, priorities, and risk
aversion so their change leads to the adjustment of the company value in eyes of investors. Such periods of uncertainty
are usually associated with periods of high price volatility (Jackson, 2011). General findings show, that management
turnover is negatively related to firm's performance. Studies by Warner et al. (1988), Kim (1996), Gregory-Smith,
Thompson and Wright (2009) and Barro and Barro (1990) link CEO turnover probability and company’s performance
indicators, such as stock returns and firm earnings, agreeing that CEO is more likely to depart from the position if the
company is struggling to show acceptable performance. Meanwhile Farrell and Whidbee (2003) suggest that deviation
from expected performance rather than performance itself is more likely cause for turnover. On the other hand from a
study in China (Conyon and He, 2014) showed that accounting performance rather than stock performance is important
in managerial change. No matter what the reason may be for managerial succession, there is still no consensus and clear
understanding of market reaction on CEO’s departure.

Existing literature has provided plethora of guidelines regarding the affect CEO transition have over the stock
prices. According to Warner et al. (1988) and Jensen and Warner (1988), market’s abnormal reaction to CEO change is a
sum of negative “information effect” and positive “real effect”. Where information effect suggests, that company
performed worse, than market imagined, and real effect indicates the change in company leadership was made in
shareholder’s interest. The combination of these components explains the different reaction to different CEO turnovers
(Bonnier and Brunner, 1989). Based on this theory, literature tests four hypotheses of investor’s reaction to an
announcement of CEO departure on developed markets viz: ability hypothesis, strategy hypothesis, information
hypothesis, and scapegoat hypothesis (Huson, Malatesta and Oarrino, 2004; Clayton, Hartzell and Rosenberg, 2005;
Pessarossi and Weill, 2013). According to the ability hypothesis(real effect) all CEO’s have different skill sets and
different qualifications and, as board of directors always thrives to hire the manager with the best possible skill set,
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CEO turnover happens in case when new CEO has more suitable skills, than a departing one (Fee and Hadlock, 2004).
Further, board of directors has a limited influence on how a company works or operates and usually limits it
involvement to the appointment of new CEO – doing so is considered their main tool of control (Manne, 1965; Alchian
and Demsetz, 1972). Besides cross-sectional differences in firm value and performance is found to be associated with
differences in ability of CEOs (Chang et al, 2010). Therefore, the market should positively react to the change in
expectation of improved company performance. This claim is supported by findings of Weisbach, 1988, Denis and
Denis (1995), Huson et al., (2004), and others. As pool of CEO talent is rather limited, usually only government-owned
or rich companies could attract the best CEO talents (Pessarossi, Weill, 2013). Information hypothesis (information
effect) on the other hand holds that CEO turnover happens due to some poor management decisions that are yet to be
revealed to the public. As CEO departure announcement is made, previously private information is uncovered.
Consequently, market negatively reacts to the revelation of poor management choice (Bonnier and Brunner, 1989).
Similarly in study of firms in UK Dedman et( 2002) found that market backlash observed against those firm that
chose not to officially announce CEO departure.

Often, when company’s performance doesn’t meet performance expectations, board of directors would want the
company to change its strategy and methods, and if they believe existing CEO is not suited for the new strategy, they
will forcefully change the present CEO for someone, who is expected to implement the change of company’s course.
This case falls within strategy hypothesis (Clayton et al., 2005). Market reaction depends on the specialities of the
strategy. For instance in case of take over it was found that CEO turnover has positive impact in long run operating
performance but had no apparent impact stock return (Demirtas and Simsir, 2016). Scapegoat hypothesis meanwhile
is based on the agency models of Mirrlees (1976), Shavell (1979) and Holmstrӧm (1979). This hypothesis suggests, that
in fact, CEO’s have an equal skill set and abilities; this idea was supported in researches by Khanna and Poulsen
(1995),Kim (1996), and others. In such environment, companies’ performance depends only on effort exerted and
random luck. Board members wield the ability to dismiss CEO if he fails to deliver full effort. So in equilibrium, all
CEO’s put sufficient amount of effort and only those get fired, who are just unlucky (Huson et al., 2004). Such CEO’s
are called scapegoats, as they are usually dismissed for public-relations type reasons and not their expertise. Since
according to scapegoat hypothesis all candidates are the same and no one neither brings any extra managerial talent to
the firm nor decreases the firm’s performance, the market doesn’t react to CEO changes.

Besides the stated four hypothesis that speculate about the reasons for the CEO dismissal and its influence on stock
performance, there is another theory known as origin of successor that attempts to explain turnover-related performance
change. According to which stock performance following much depends on whether the succession to CEO position is
from inside or outside of the organization. Apparently as it is more costly to appoint outsiders as a successor (due to
their non-acquaintance with the company’s business), this option is chosen only if an additional improvement over the
inside candidates is expected (Dalton and Kesner, 1985). Therefore, if manager from the outside gets the position of the
CEO, he is supposed to bring much more to the company, than any internal candidate. This theory is supported by
findings, that in a case of forced CEO departures, the market reacts better to the outside appointments, that to the inside
ones (Borokhovich et al., 1996). Thus by considering outside successors, a board of directors may decrease the
incentives of inside competitors to exert effort in getting the position (Chan, 1996). Meanwhile corporate culture is also
suggested to influence whether the succession is insider or outsider (Fiordelisi and Ricci, 2013).

Still, despite the significant body of studies on the topic, no studies have attempted to measure market reaction to
CEO turnover in the largest, most successful companies on the market. This study thus attempts to fill this clear and
present literature gap The study mainly focus on US market as it is the most developed market in the world, so
supposedly there should be no problems with thin trading and data availability.

2. Methodology
Event Study model with its roots that can be traced back to Dolley (1933) is the way to determine the impact of
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specific event on value of firm by observing the movement of security prices during the days surrounding the event
Mackinlay (1997)

The return of security i on day t (Rit) was first computed,
Rit = ln Pit

Pit−1
(1)

Where Pit is the closing price of share i on day t, and Pit-1 is a closing price of share i on day t-1.
Then OLS (ordinary least squares) market model is applied to find expected returns.
E(Rit) = ai + βi Rmt (2)
Event Study then proceeded using two different technique as outlined in RItter (1991) and Barber and Lyon (1997)

which are as follows:
a) Cumulative Abnormal Method
Under this method abnormal returns are then calculated using the following equation:
ARit = Rit − E Rit (3)
ai and βi were estimated over a period from day -245 to day -6, where day 0 is the event date, this period is

inbound with Strong (1992) recommended estimation period and consistent with event studies on this topic (Dahyaa et
al, 2000). As all stocks are American, SandP was taken as the benchmark for all the estimations and calculations.

To avoid errors from the ARit, average abnormal returns were found for each day of the test period (Yang, 2013). It
is defined as,

AARt =
1
N i−1

N ARit� (4)

Another measure used in the study is cumulative average abnormal returns (CAAR), it measures abnormal returns
not on one day, but on a period from τ1th to τ2thevent date. It is calculated to measure abnormal fluctuations over a
period of time and is defined as,

CAARt τ1,τ2 = 1
N τ= τ1

τ2 AARit� (5)

CAAR were found for four periods: [t-5,t+1], [t-1,t+1], [t0,t+1], [t-2,t+2] and [t-1,t+5].
After AAR and CAAR were found, it is important to test the results for statistical significance. It is done through

rejecting the null hypothesis Ho: µ = 0, and accepting alternative hypothesis H1: µ ≠ 0, where µ represents AARs or
CAARs, depending on which results are being tested. Due to its computational simplicity and appropriateness in the
chosen sample, cross-sectional t-test was used in this paper (Brown and Jerrod, 1980);

TAARt = N AARt
SAARt

, (6)

TCAARt = N CAARt
SCAARt

(7)

Where TAARt and TCAARt are t-values for AAR and CAAR on day t, SAARt – is standard deviation of abnormal
returns of all the companies in the sample on day t, SCAARt – is standard deviation of cumulative abnormal returns
across the sample on period t.

Null hypothesis assumes, that average abnormal returns and median are equal to zero, consequently, abnormal
returns are normally distributed, which means, that event of interest had no particular effect on the stock prices (Kliger,
Gurevich, 2014). To reject the null hypothesis and capture the effect of the event, t-statistic should exceed, which was
taken as 5% (1.96) in this study to locate even minimum distortions.

In a case when will be in the range between 5% and 10%, skewness will be tested for significance using the t-test
with the procedure, similar to the evaluation of AR significance (Pallant, 2010).

TSt =
St

Std.error
(8)

where Std.error = 6N(N−1)
N−2 N+1 (N+3)

Where TSt - is a t-value of skewness on day t, St – is skewness of the distribution of AR’s on day t, and Std. error
is a standard error for skewness. If t-value of skewness exceeds 5% alpha (1.96), distribution of AR’s is considered not
normal and null hypothesis will be rejected as well.
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AR and CARR was computed for four different succession Inside, Outside, Pressure or Forced Health and Time to
Retire

b) Buy And Hold Abnormal Return (BHAR) methods
Besides use of AR and CARR the study also employed another technique of Average Buy and Hold Abnormal

Returns (ABHAR) for event analysis in all four cases. This was used because Ritter (1991), Barber and Lyon (1997)
and Lyon (1999) have argued that Cumulative Abnormal Return introduces biases such as new listing bias,
measurement bias and skewness bias as it doesn't consider the compounding factor. Thus Buy and Hold Average Return
is obtained for each day of the test period Barber and Lyon (1997)

BHARt τ1,τ2 = t= τ1
τ2 (1 + Rit)� − t= τ1

τ2 (1 + E(Rit)� (9)
Average of BHAR (ABHAR) for all the N companies in given window τ1,τ2 was then computed using
ABHAR τ1,τ2 = 1

N i−1
N BHARi� (10)

The significance of BHAR was then tested using the cross-sectional t-test

tBHAR = N
ABHAR τ1,τ2
σBHAR τ1,τ2

(11)

where σBHAR is standard deviation of BHAR across all the compnies
Further since according to Barber and Lyon (1997) and Kothari and Warner(1997) ABHAR method is positively

skewed, Skewness Adjusted t-test by Johnson(1978) was used for taking the skewness under consideration.
��݇�݁����−�݀�݆���݀ = � � + 1

3
��2 + 1

6�
� (12)

where

S=
ABHAR τ1,τ2
��뜐ᤃ� τ1,τ2

and � = �=1
� BHARt τ1,τ2 −ABHAR τ1,τ2

3

���뜐ᤃ� τ1,τ2
3�

Finally the study also performed the linear regression between BHAR and CAR as described in Barber and Lyon
(1997) to check whether CAR is biased predictor of BHAR in long run for all event cases across all companies

�뜐ᤃ�� = � + ��ᤃ�� + � (13)

3. Result and Analysis
The study focused on CEO departure in US fortune 500 firm from period of 2005 to 2015. The total succession

type and event are summarized as below in Table 1.

CEO DEPARTURE SUCCESSION TYPE Number of event

Overall 115

Events with inside succession after CEO turnover 96

Events with outside succession after CEO turnover 11

Voluntary departure 48

Forced departure 27

Table 1. Succession Type

Table 2 below summarizes descriptive statistics (from day -5 to day 5) around CEO departure announcements for
the entire sample (115 events) under various succession type. Result shows that in overall sample significant positive
abnormal returns were present only in t-5 day with t-value of 1.9469 close to 5% significance. Further the significantly
high skewness shows confirmation of presence of abnormal returns on that day. In addition table shows that for both
overall succession type and insider succession type the abnormal return is significantly positive at 95% on t-1 day while
it is at 10 % significant in case of outsider succession. Both these findings of pre-event reaction could be attributed to
early information leaks, unchecked rumours or even insider trading. On the other hand Post-event reaction shows
Negative abnormal returns on day t+3 especially with 5% significance in case of voluntary departure. According to
Malkiel (2003), the market immediately incorporates all information in an unbiased way. Under the assumption, that
information leaks and trustworthy rumours are common on day t-1, the fact that market has a negative reaction on day
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t+3 could be considered an indication of market post-event adjustment due to initial overreaction and questions
Malkiel’s findings.

Table 2. Day wise AARAnalysis
Meanwhile finding couldn't establish difference between forced and voluntary departure. This could be because
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forced departures are usually anticipated by bad company’s performance and CEO turnover announcement holds very
little negative “information effect” (Gilson, 1989; Dahyaa et al., 2000). So positive “real effect” (Warner et al., 1988)
evens out the negative and no AR’s are present. Meanwhile voluntary departure means retirement which is already
anticipated. Thus, in accordance to EMH this information is already incorporated and the market doesn’t react to the
actual announcement.

Table 2 presents a summary of descriptive statistics of CAAR on the different days for various type of succession.
Positive significant CAAR is observed in both overall and insider succession in [-5,+1] period and [-1,+1] period. While
in case of [-2,+2] period it was seen in case of insider succession. This does indicate information leak prior to the
official announcement of CEO turnover and absence of market post-event adjustments. Further absence of significant
CAAR in case of outsider succession additionally rejects the hypothesis that market will show higher abnormal returns
for cases of outside succession, than for cases of inside successor. This thus proves inapplicability of Borokhovich
(1996) findings to present-time US top companies. Also the absence of market reaction on forced departures rejects the
hypothesis that market reacts negatively to force departure.

Table 3. CAAR Analysis
Following table illustrates the Buys and Hold Strategy using market model approach (Barber and Lyon (1997)).

Since BHAR is thought to be positively skewed Skewness Adjusted t-test is also performed. The result is very much
similar to the one obtained using the CAAR analysis. Positive significant ABHAR is observed in both overall and
insider succession in [-5,+1] period in case of [-1,+1] period it was found to be significant only in case of Insider. This
could be as BHAR takes compounding factor into account and thus variability was minimized within three days period.
Also in case of [-2,+2] period the outcome was in line with the CAR analysis. Meanwhile akin to CAR study no
significance abnormal return was seen in voluntary and forced departure.
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Table 4. BHARAnalysis
Meanwhile the following table shows the long run relationship between BHAR and CAR and the result shows that

CAR is biased estimator of BHAR as the regression parameters are significant. This is in conformance with the study by
Barner and Lyon (1997)
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Table 5. BHAR Vs CARAnalysis

4. Conclusion
The study has found that in case of CEO turnover in fortune 500 companies there is positive market abnormal

return prior to the announcement of CEO departure which is in line with the “ability hypothesis”. This results are
consistent with other similar studies conducted in the USA and other countries(Weisbach, 1988; Adams & Mansi, 2009;
Pessarossi & Weill, 2013). Further the absence of post-event adjustments further shows a confirmation of market
efficiency. Meanwhile unlike the suggestion by Borokhovich (1996) the study showed that insider succession lead
to better market reaction. This could be explained by reasoning that since top companies are very complex to operate it
would be very difficult for outsider to acclimatize with its working. Meanwhile since CEO’s who are promoted from the
within are already familiar with the business the company would likely perform well. In addition study also showed
that both voluntary and forced departure didn't register any reaction which can be attributed to the fact, that companies
deliberately prepare the market for the CEO turnover so as to avoid any unease in investor community (Dahyaa et al.,
2000). Finally the empirical study indicated strong negative return on third day after the event which could be result of
market correction after period of uncertainty.
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